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Abstract—In this paper, we conduct an experimental study of asynchronous invocation on the performance of client-server systems. Through extensive measurements of both realistic macro- and micro-benchmarks, we show that servers with the asynchronous event-driven architecture may perform significantly worse than the thread-based version resulting from two non-trivial reasons. First, the traditional wisdom of one-event-one-handler event processing flow can create large amounts of intermediate context switches that significantly degrade the performance of an asynchronous server. Second, some runtime workload (e.g., response size) and network conditions (e.g., network latency) may cause significant negative performance impact on the asynchronous event-driven servers, but not on thread-based ones. We provide a hybrid solution by taking advantage of different asynchronous architectures to adapt to varying workload and network conditions. Our hybrid solution searches for the most efficient execution path for each client request based on the runtime request profiling and type checking. Our experimental results show that the hybrid solution outperforms all the other types of servers up to 19%–90% on throughput, depending on specific workload and network conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Asynchronous event-driven architecture for high performance internet servers has been studied extensively before [33] [37] [42] [32]. Many people advocate the asynchronous event-driven architecture as a better choice than the thread-based RPC version to handle high level workload concurrency because of reduced multi-threading overhead [42]. Though conceptually simple, taking advantage of the asynchronous event-driven architecture to construct high performance internet servers is a non-trivial task. For example, asynchronous servers are well-known to be difficult to program and debug due to the obscured control flow [16] compared to the thread-based version.

In this paper, we show that building high performance internet servers using the asynchronous event-driven architecture requires careful design of the event processing flow and the ability to adapt to the runtime varying workload and network conditions. Concretely, we conduct extensive benchmark experiments to study some non-trivial design deficiencies of the asynchronous event-driven server architectures that lead to the inferior performance compared to the thread-based version when facing high concurrency workload. For example, the traditional wisdom of one-event-one-handler event processing flow may generate a large amount of unnecessary intermediate events and context switches that significantly degrade the performance of an asynchronous server. We also observed that some runtime workload and network conditions may cause frequent unnecessary I/O system calls (due to the non-blocking nature of asynchronous function calls) for the asynchronous event-driven servers, but not for the thread-based ones.

The first contribution is an experimental illustration that simply upgrading a thread-based component server to its asynchronous version in an n-tier web system can lead to significant performance degradation of the whole system at high utilization levels. For instance, we observed that the maximum achievable throughput of a 3-tier system decreases by 23% after we upgrade the Tomcat application server from the traditional thread-based version (Version 7) to the latest asynchronous version (Version 8) (see Figure 1 in a standard n-tier application benchmark (RUBBoS [11]). Our analysis reveals that the unexpected performance degradation of the asynchronous Tomcat results from its poor design of event processing flow, which causes significantly higher CPU context switch overhead than the thread-based version when the server is approaching saturation. Our further study shows such poor design of event processing flow also exists in other popular asynchronous servers/middleware such as Jetty [3], GlassFish [9], and MongoDB Java Asynchronous Driver [6].

The second contribution is a detailed analysis of various workload and network conditions that impact the performance of asynchronous invocation. Concretely, we have observed that a moderate-sized response message (e.g., 100KB) for an asynchronous server can cause a non-trivial write-spin problem, where the server makes frequent unnecessary I/O
system calls resulting from the default small TCP send buffer size and the TCP wait-ACK mechanism, wasting the server CPU resource about 12%–24%. We also observed some network conditions such as latency can exacerbate the write-spin problem of asynchronous event-driven servers even further.

The third contribution is a hybrid solution that takes advantage of different asynchronous event-driven architectures to adapt to various runtime workload and network conditions. We studied a popular asynchronous network I/O library named “Netty [7]” which can mitigate the write-spin problem through some write operation optimizations. However, such optimization techniques in Netty also bring non-trivial overhead in the case when the write-spin problem does not occur during the asynchronous invocation period. Our hybrid solution extends Netty by monitoring the occurrence of write-spin and oscillating between alternative asynchronous invocation mechanisms to avoid the unnecessary optimization overhead.

In general, given the strong economic interest in achieving high resource efficiency and high quality of service simultaneously in cloud data centers, our results suggest asynchronous invocation has potentially significant performance advantage over RPC synchronous invocation but still needs careful tuning according to various non-trivial runtime workload and network conditions. Our work also points to significant future research opportunities, since asynchronous architecture has been widely adopted by many distributed systems (e.g., pub/sub systems [23], AJAX [26], and ZooKeeper [31]).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II shows a case study of performance degradation after software upgrading from a thread-based version to an asynchronous version. Section III describes the context switch problem of servers with asynchronous architecture. Section IV explains the write-spin problem of asynchronous architecture when it handles requests with large size responses. Section V evaluates two practical solutions. Section VI summarizes related work and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
A. RPC vs. Asynchronous Network I/O

Modern internet servers usually adopt a few connectors to communicate with other component servers or end users. The main activities of a connector include managing upstream and downstream network connections, reading/writing data through the established connections, parsing and routing the incoming requests to the application (business logic) layer. Though similar in functionality, synchronous and asynchronous connectors have very different mechanisms to interact with the application layer logic.

Synchronous connectors are mainly adopted by RPC thread-based servers. Once accepting a new connection, the main thread will dispatch the connection to a dedicated worker thread until the close of the connection. In this case, each connection consumes one worker thread and the operating system transparently switches among worker threads for concurrent request processing. Although relatively easy to program due to the user-perceived sequential execution flow, synchronous connectors bring the well-known multi-threading overhead (e.g., context switches, scheduling and lock contention).

Asynchronous connectors accept new connections and manage all established connections through an event-driven mechanism using only one or a few threads. Given a pool of established connections in a server, an asynchronous connector handles requests received from these connections by repeatedly looping over two phases. The first phase (event monitoring phase) determines which connections have pending events of interest. These events typically indicate that a particular connection (i.e., socket) is readable or writable. The asynchronous connector pulls the connections with pending events by taking advantage of an event notification mechanism such as select, poll, or epoll, supported by the underlying operating system. The second phase (event handling phase) iterates over each of the connections that have pending events. Based on the context information of each event, the connector dispatches the event to an appropriate event handler performing the actual business logic computation. More details can be found in previous asynchronous server research [42] [32] [38] [37] [28].

In practice there are two general designs of asynchronous servers using the asynchronous connectors. The first one is a single-threaded asynchronous server which only uses one thread to loop over the aforementioned two phases, for example Node.js [8] and Lighttpd [5]. Such a design is especially beneficial for in-memory workloads because context switches will be minimum while the single thread will not be blocked by disk I/O activities [35]. Multiple single-threaded servers (also called N-copy approach [43] [28]) can be launched together to fully utilize multiple processors. The second design is to use a worker thread pool in the second phase to concurrently process connections that have pending events. Such a design is supposed to efficiently utilize CPU resources in case of transient disk I/O blocking or multi-core environment [38]. Several variants of the second design have been proposed before, mostly known as the staged design adopted by SEDA [42] and WatPipe [38]. Instead of having only one worker thread pool, the staged design decomposes the request processing into a pipeline of stages separated by event queues, each of which has its own worker thread pool, with the aim of modular design and fine-grained management of worker threads.

In general, asynchronous event-driven servers are believed to be able to achieve higher throughput than the thread-based version because of reduced multi-threading overhead, especially when the server is handling high concurrency CPU intensive workload. However, our experimental results in the following section will show the opposite.

B. Performance Degradation after Tomcat Upgrade

System software upgrade is a common practice for internet services due to the fast evolving of software components. In this section we show that simply upgrading a thread-based component server to its asynchronous version in an n-tier system may cause unexpected performance degradation at high resource utilization. We show one such case by RUBBoS [11], a representative web-facing n-tier system benchmark modeled
after the popular news website Slashdot [15]. Our experiments adopt a typical 3-tier configuration, with 1 Apache web server, 1 Tomcat application server, and 1 MySQL database server (details in Appendix A). At the beginning we use Tomcat 7 (noted as TomcatSync), which uses a thread-based synchronous connector for inter-tier communication. We then upgrade the Tomcat server to Version 8 (the latest version at the time, noted as TomcatAsync), which by default uses an asynchronous connector, with the expectation of system performance improvement after Tomcat upgrade.

Unfortunately, we observed a surprising system performance degradation after the Tomcat server upgrade, as shown in Figure 1. We call the system with TomcatSync as SYStomcatV7 and the other one with TomcatAsync as SYStomcatV8. This figure shows the SYStomcatV7 saturates at workload 11000 while SYStomcatV8 saturates at workload 9000. At workload 11000, SYStomcatV7 outperforms SYStomcatV8 by 28% in throughput, and the average response time is one order of magnitude less (226ms vs. 2820ms). Such a result is counter intuitive since we upgrade Tomcat from a lower thread-based version to a newer asynchronous one. We note that in both cases the Tomcat server CPU is the bottleneck resource in the system; all the hardware resources (e.g., CPU and memory) of other component servers are far from saturation (< 60%).

We use Collectl [2] to collect system level metrics (e.g., CPU and context switches), another interesting phenomenon we observed is that TomcatAsync encounters significantly higher number of context switches than TomcatSync when the system is at the same workload. For example, at workload 10000 TomcatAsync encounters 12950 context switches per second while only 5930 for TomcatSync, less than half of the previous case. It is reasonable to suggest that high context switches in TomcatAsync cause high CPU overhead, leading to inferior throughput compared to TomcatSync. However, the traditional wisdom told us that a server with asynchronous architecture should have less context switches than a thread-based server. So why did we observe the opposite here? We will discuss about the cause in the next section.

III. INEFFICIENT EVENT PROCESSING FLOW IN ASYNCHRONOUS SERVERS

In this section we explain why the performance of the 3-tier benchmark system degrades after we upgrade Tomcat from the thread-based version TomcatSync to the asynchronous version TomcatAsync. To simplify and quantify our analysis, we design micro-benchmarks to test the performance of both versions of Tomcat.

We use JMeter [1] to generate HTTP requests to access the standalone Tomcat directly. These HTTP requests are categorized into three types: small, medium, and large, with which the Tomcat server (either TomcatSync or TomcatAsync) first conducts some simple computation before responding with 0.1KB, 10KB, and 100KB of in-memory data, respectively. We choose these three sizes because they are representative response sizes in our RUBBoS benchmark application. JMeter uses one thread to simulate each end-user. We set the think time between the consecutive requests sent from the same thread to be zero, thus we can precisely control the concurrency of the workload to the target Tomcat server by specifying the number of threads in JMeter.

We compare the server throughput between TomcatSync and TomcatAsync under different workload concurrencies and response sizes as shown in Figure 2. The three sub-figures show that as workload concurrency increases from 1 to 3200, TomcatAsync achieves lower throughput than TomcatSync before a certain workload concurrency. For example, TomcatAsync performs worse than TomcatSync
before the workload concurrency 64 when the response size is 10KB; and the crossover point workload concurrency is even higher (1600) when the response size increases to 100KB. Return back to our previous 3-tier RUBBoS experiments, our measurements show that under the RUBBoS workload conditions, the average response size of Tomcat per request is about 20KB, and the workload concurrency for Tomcat is about 35 when the system saturates. So based on our micro-benchmark results in Figure 2, it is not surprising that TomcatAsync performs worse than TomcatSync. Since Tomcat is the bottleneck server of the 3-tier system, the performance degradation of Tomcat also leads to the performance degradation of the whole system (see Figure 1). The remaining question is why TomcatAsync performs worse than TomcatSync before a certain workload concurrency.

As we found out that the performance degradation of TomcatAsync results from its inefficient event processing flow which generates significant amounts of intermediate context switches, causing non-trivial CPU overhead. Table I compares the context switches between TomcatAsync and TomcatSync at workload concurrency 8. This table shows consistent results as we have observed in the previous RUBBoS experiments: the asynchronous TomcatAsync encountered significantly higher context switches than the thread-based TomcatSync, given the same workload concurrency and server response size. Our further analysis reveals that the high context switches of TomcatAsync is because of its poor design of event processing flow. Concretely, TomcatAsync adopts the second design of asynchronous servers (see Section II-A), which uses a reactor thread for event monitoring and a worker thread pool for event handling. Figure 3 illustrates the event processing flow in TomcatAsync.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response size</th>
<th>TomcatAsync</th>
<th>TomcatSync</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1KB</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10KB</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100KB</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So to handle one client request, there are totally 4 context switches among the user-space threads in TomcatAsync (see step 1–4 in Figure 3). Such inefficient event processing flow also exists in many popular asynchronous servers/middleware, including network framework Grizzly [10], application server Jetty [3]. On the other hand, in TomcatSync each client request is handled by a dedicated worker thread, from the initial reading of the request to preparing the response to sending the response out. No context switch during the processing of the request unless the worker thread is interrupted, or swapped out by operating system.

To better quantify the impact of context switches on the performance of different server architectures, we simplify the implementation of TomcatAsync and TomcatSync by removing out all the unrelated modules (e.g., servlet life cycle management, cache management, and logging) and only keeping the essential code related to request processing, which we refer as sTomcat-Async (simplified TomcatAsync) and sTomcat-Sync (simplified TomcatSync). As a reference, we implement two alternative designs of asynchronous servers aiming to reduce the frequency of context switches. The first alternative design, which we call sTomcat-Async-Fix, merges the processing of read event and write event from the same request by using the same worker thread. In this case, once a worker thread finishes preparing the response, it continues to send the response out (step 2 and 3 in Figure 3 no longer exist); thus processing one client request only requires two context switches: from the reactor thread to a worker thread and from the same worker thread back to the reactor thread. The second alternative design is the traditional single-threaded asynchronous server. The single thread is responsible for both event monitoring and processing. The single-threaded implementation, which we refer as SingleT-Async, is supposed to have the least context switches. Table II summarizes the context switches for each server type when it processes one client request. Interested readers can check out our server implementation from GitHub [13] for further reference.

We compare the throughput and context switches among the four types of servers under increased workload concurrencies and server response sizes as shown in Figure 4. Comparing Figure 4(a) and 4(d), the maximum achievable throughput by each server type is negatively correlated with the context switch frequency during runtime experiments. For example, at workload concurrency 16, sTomcat-Async-Fix outperforms sTomcat-Async by 22% in throughput while the context switches is 34% less. In our experiments, the CPU demand for each request is positively correlated to the response size; small response size means small CPU computation demand, thus the portion of CPU cycles wasted in context switches becomes large. As a result, the gap in context switches between sTomcat-Async-Fix and sTomcat-Async reflects their throughput difference. Such hypothesis is further validated by the performance of SingleT-Async and Tomcat-Sync, which outperform sTomcat-Async by 91% and 57% in throughput, respectively (see Figure 4(a)). Such performance difference is also because of less context switches as shown in Figure 4(d). For example, the context switches of SingleT-Async is a few hundred per second, three orders of magnitude less than that of sTomcat-Async.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server type</th>
<th>Context Switch</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sTomcat-Async</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Read and write events are handled by different worker threads (Figure 3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sTomcat-Async-Fix</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Read and write events are handled by the same worker thread.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sTomcat-Sync</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Dedicated worker thread for each request. Context switch occurs due to interrupt or CPU time slice expires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SingleT-Async</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No context switches, one thread handles both event monitoring and processing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Interested readers can check out our server implementation from GitHub [13] for further reference.
We note that as the server response size becomes larger, the portion of CPU overhead caused by context switches becomes smaller since more CPU cycles will be consumed by processing request and sending response. This is the case as shown in Figure 4(b) and 4(c), where the response sizes are 10KB and 100KB, respectively. The throughput difference becomes narrower among the four server architectures, indicating less performance impact from context switches.

In fact, one interesting phenomenon has been observed as the response size increases to 100KB. Figure 4(c) shows that SingleT-Async performs worse than the thread-based sTomcat-Sync before the workload concurrency 400, even though SingleT-Async has much less context switches than sTomcat-Sync as shown in Figure 4(f). Such observation suggests that there are other factors causing overhead in asynchronous SingleT-Async but not in thread-based sTomcat-Sync when the server response size is large, which we will discuss in the next section.

IV. WRITE-SPIN PROBLEM OF ASYNCHRONOUS INVOCATION

In this section, we study the performance degradation problem of an asynchronous server sending a large size response. We use fine-grained profiling tools such as Collectl [2] and JProfiler [4] to analyze the detailed CPU usage and some key system calls invoked by servers with different architectures. As we found out that it is the default small TCP send buffer size and the TCP wait-ACK mechanism that leads to a severe write-spin problem when sending a relatively large size response, which causes significant CPU overhead for asynchronous servers. We also explored several network-related factors that could exacerbate the negative impact of the write-spin problem, which further degrades the performance of an asynchronous server.

A. Profiling Results

Recall that Figure 4(a) shows when the response size is small (i.e. 0.1KB), the throughput of the asynchronous SingleT-Async is 20% higher than the thread-based sTomcat-Sync at workload concurrency 8. However, as response size increases to 100KB, SingleT-Async throughput is surprisingly 31% lower than sTomcat-Sync under the same workload concurrency 8 (see Figure 4(c)). Since the only change is the response size, it is natural to speculate that large response size brings significant overhead for SingleT-Async, but not for sTomcat-Sync.

To investigate the performance degradation of SingleT-Async when the response size is large, we first use Collectl [2] to analyze the detailed CPU usage of the server with different server response sizes as shown in Table III. The workload concurrency for both SingleT-Async and sTomcat-Sync is 100 and the CPU is 100% utilized under this workload concurrency. As the response size for both server architectures increased from 0.1KB to 100KB, the table shows the user-space CPU utilization of sTomcat-Sync increases 25% (from 55% to 80%) while 34% (from 58% to 92%) for SingleT-Async. Such comparison suggests that increasing response size has more impact on the asynchronous SingleT-Async than the thread-based sTomcat-Sync in user-space CPU utilization.

We further use JProfiler [4] to profile the SingleT-Async case when the response size increases from 0.1KB to 100KB...
and see what has changed in application level. We found that the frequency of `socket.write()` system call is especially high in the 100KB case as shown in Table IV. We note that `socket.write()` is called when a server sends a response back to the corresponding client. In the case of a thread-based server like sTomcat-Sync, `socket.write()` is called only once for each client request. While such one write per request is true for the 0.1KB and 10KB case in SingleT-Async, it calls `socket.write()` averagely 102 times per request in the 100KB case. System calls in general are expensive due to the related kernel crossing overhead [20] [39], thus high frequency of `socket.write()` in the 100KB case helps explain high user-space CPU overhead in SingleT-Async as shown in Table III.

Our further analysis shows that the multiple socket write problem of SingleT-Async is due to the small TCP send buffer size (16K by default) for each TCP connection and the TCP wait-ACK mechanism. When a processing thread tries to copy 100KB data from the user space to the kernel space TCP buffer through the system call `socket.write()`, the first `socket.write()` can only copy at most 16KB data to the send buffer, which is organized as a byte buffer ring. A TCP sliding window is set by the kernel to decide how much data can actually be sent to the client; the sliding window can move forward and free up buffer space for new data to be copied in only if the server receives the ACKs of the previously sent-out packets. Since `socket.write()` is a non-blocking system call in SingleT-Async, every time it returns how many bytes are written to the TCP send buffer; the system call will return zero if the TCP send buffer is full, leading to the write-spin problem. The whole process is illustrated in Figure 5. On the other hand, when a worker thread in the synchronous sTomcat-Sync tries to copy 100KB data from the user space to the kernel space TCP send buffer, only one blocking system call `socket.write()` is invoked for each request; the worker thread will wait until the kernel sends the 100KB response out and the write-spin problem is avoided.

An intuitive solution is to increase the TCP send buffer size to the same size as the server response to avoid the write-spin problem. Our experimental results actually show the effectiveness of manually increasing the TCP send buffer size to solve the write-spin problem for our RUBBoS workload. However, several factors make setting a proper TCP send buffer size a non-trivial challenge in practice. First, the response size of an internet server can be dynamic and is difficult to predict in advance. For example, the response of a Tomcat server may involve dynamic content retrieved from the downstream database, the size of which can range from hundreds of bytes to megabytes. Second, HTTP/2.0 enables a web server to push multiple responses for a single client request, which makes the response size for a client request even more unpredictable [19]. For example, the response of a typical news website (e.g., CNN.com) can easily reach tens of megabytes resulting from a large amount of static and dynamic content (e.g., images and database query results); all these content can be pushed back by answering one client request. Third, setting a large TCP send buffer for each TCP connection to prepare for the peak response size consumes a large amount of memory of the server, which may serve hundreds or thousands of end users (each has one or a few persistent TCP connections); such over-provisioning strategy is expensive and wastes computing resources in a shared cloud computing platform. Thus it is challenging to set a proper TCP send buffer size in advance and prevent the write-spin problem.

In fact, Linux kernels above 2.4 already provide an auto-tuning function for TCP send buffer size based on the runtime network conditions. Once turned on, the kernel dynamically resizes a server’s TCP send buffer size to provide optimized bandwidth utilization [25]. However, the auto-tuning function aims to efficiently utilize the available bandwidth of the link between the sender and the receiver based on Bandwidth-
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**TABLE III:** SingleT-Async consumes more user-space CPU compared to sTomcat-Sync. The workload concurrency keeps 100.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server Type</th>
<th>sTomcat-Sync</th>
<th>SingleT-Async</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response Size</td>
<td>0.1KB 100KB</td>
<td>0.1KB 100KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput [req./sec]</td>
<td>35000 590</td>
<td>42500 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User total %</td>
<td>55% 80%</td>
<td>58% 92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System total %</td>
<td>45% 20%</td>
<td>42% 8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV:** The write-spin problem occurs when the response size is 100KB. This table shows the measurement of total number of `socket.write()` in SingleT-Async with different response size during a one-minute experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resp. size</th>
<th># req.</th>
<th># <code>socket.write()</code> per req.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1KB</td>
<td>238530</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10KB</td>
<td>9400</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100KB</td>
<td>2971</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 5:** Illustration of the write-spin problem in an asynchronous server. Due to the small TCP send buffer size and the TCP wait-ACK mechanism, a worker thread write-spins on the system call `socket.write()` and can only send more data until ACKs back from the client for previous sent packets.
Delay Product rule [17]; it lacks sufficient application information such as response size. Therefore, the auto-tuned send buffer could be enough to maximize the throughput over the link but still inadequate for applications, which may still cause the write-spin problem for asynchronous servers. Figure 6 shows SingleT-Async with auto-tuning performs worse than the other case with a fixed large TCP send buffer size (100KB), suggesting the occurrence of the write-spin problem. Our further study also shows the performance difference is even bigger if there is non-trivial network latency between the client and the server, which is the topic of the next subsection.

B. Network Latency Exaggerates the Write-Spin Problem

Network latency is common in cloud data centers. Considering the component servers in an n-tier application that may run on VMs located in different physical nodes across different racks or even data centers, which can range from a few milliseconds to tens of milliseconds. Our experimental results show that the negative impact of the write-spin problem can be significantly exacerbated by the network latency.

The impact of network latency on the performance of different types of servers is shown in Figure 7. In this set of experiments we keep the workload concurrency from clients to be 100 all the time. The response size of each client request is 100KB, with which an asynchronous server encounters the write-spin problem. We use the Linux command “tc (Traffic Control)” in the client side to control the network latency between the client and the server. Figure 7(a) shows that the throughput of the asynchronous servers SingleT-Async and sTomcat-Async-Fix is sensitive to network latency. For example, when the network latency is 5ms, the throughput of SingleT-Async decreases by about 95%, which is surprising considering the small amount of latency increased.

We found that the surprising throughput degradation results from the response time amplification when the write-spin problem happens. This is because sending a relatively large size response requires multiple rounds of data transfer due to the small TCP send buffer size, each data transfer has to wait until the server receives the ACKs from the previously sent-out packets (see Figure 5). Thus a small network latency increase can amplify a long delay for completing one response transfer. Such response time amplification for asynchronous servers can be seen in Figure 7(b). For example, the average response time of SingleT-Async for a client request increases from 0.18 seconds to 3.60 seconds when 5 milliseconds network latency is added. According to Little’s Law, a server’s throughput is negatively correlated with the response time of the server given that the workload concurrency (queued requests) keeps the same. Since we always keep the workload concurrency for each server to be 100, server response time increases 20 times (from 0.18 to 3.60) means 95% decrease in server throughput in SingleT-Async as shown in Figure 7(a).

V. Solution

So far we have discussed two problems of asynchronous invocation: the context switch problem caused by inefficient event processing flow (see Table II) and the write-spin problem resulting from the unpredictable response size and the TCP wait-ACK mechanism (see Figure 5). Though our research is motivated by the performance degradation of the latest asynchronous Tomcat, we found that the inappropriate event processing flow and the write-spin problems widely exist in other popular open-source asynchronous application servers/middleware, including network framework Grizzly [10] and application server Jetty [3].

An ideal asynchronous server architecture should avoid both problems under various workload and network conditions. We first investigate a popular asynchronous network I/O library named Netty [7] which is supposed to mitigate the context switch overhead through an event processing flow optimization and the write-spin problem of asynchronous messaging through write operation optimization, but with non-trivial optimization overhead. Then we propose a hybrid solution which takes advantage of different types of asynchronous servers aiming to solve both the context switch overhead and the write-spin problem while avoid the optimization overhead.

A. Mitigating Context Switches and Write-Spin Using Netty

Netty is an asynchronous event-driven network I/O framework which provides optimized read and write operations in order to mitigate the context switch overhead and the write-spin problem. Netty adopts the second design strategy (see Section II-A) to support an asynchronous server: using a reactor thread to accept new connections and a worker thread pool to process the various I/O events from each connection.

Though using a worker thread pool, Netty makes two significant changes compared to the asynchronous TomcatAsync to reduce the context switch overhead. First, Netty changes
the role of the reactor thread and the worker threads. In the asynchronous TomcatAsync case, the reactor thread is responsible to monitor events for each connection (event monitoring phase), then it dispatches each event to an available worker thread for proper event handling (event handling phase). Such dispatching operation always involves the context switches between the reactor thread and a worker thread. Netty optimizes this dispatching process by letting a worker thread take care of both event monitoring and handling; the reactor thread only accepts new connections and assigns the established connections to each worker thread. In this case, the context switches between the reactor thread and the worker threads are significantly reduced. Second, instead of having a single event handler attached to each event, Netty allows a chain of handlers to be attached to one event; the output of each handler is the input to the next handler (pipeline). Such a design avoids generating unnecessary intermediate events and the associate system calls, thus reducing the unnecessary context switches between reactor thread and worker threads.

In order to mitigate the write-spin problem, Netty adopts a write-spin checking when a worker thread calls `socket.write()` to copy a large size response to the kernel as shown in Figure 8. Concretely, each worker thread in Netty maintains a `writeSpin` counter to record how many times it has tried to write a single response into the TCP send buffer. For each write, the worker thread also tracks how many bytes have been copied, noted as `return_size`. The worker thread will jump out the write spin if either of two conditions is met: first, the `return_size` is zero, indicating the TCP send buffer is already full; second, the counter `writeSpin` exceeds a pre-defined threshold (the default value is 16 in Netty-v4). Once jumping out, the worker thread will save the context and resume the current connection data transfer after it loops over other connections with pending events. Such write optimization is able to mitigate the blocking of the worker thread by a connection transferring a large size response, however, it also brings non-trivial overhead when all responses are small and there is no write-spin problem.

We validate the effectiveness of Netty for mitigating the write-spin problem and also the associate optimization overhead in Figure 9. We build a simple application server based on Netty, named NettyServer. This figure compares NettyServer with the asynchronous SingleT-Async and the thread-based sTomcat-Sync under various workload concurrencies and response sizes. The default TCP send buffer size is 16KB, so there is no write-spin problem when the response size is 0.1KB, and severe write-spin problem in the 100KB case. Figure 9(a) shows that NettyServer performs the best among three in the 100KB case; for example, when the workload concurrency is 100, NettyServer outperforms SingleT-Async and sTomcat-Sync by about 27% and 10% in throughput respectively, suggesting NettyServer's write optimization effectively mitigates the write-spin problem encountered by SingleT-Async and also avoids the heavy multi-threading overhead encountered by sTomcat-Sync. On the other hand, Figure 9(b) shows that the maximum achievable throughput of NettyServer is 17% less than that of SingleT-Async in the 0.1KB response case, indicating non-trivial overhead of unnecessary write operation optimization when there is no write-spin problem. Therefore, neither NettyServer nor SingleT-Async is able to achieve the best performance under various workload conditions.

B. A Hybrid Solution

In the previous section, we showed that the asynchronous solutions, if chosen properly (see Figure 9), can always outperform the corresponding thread-based version under various workload conditions. However, there is no single asynchronous solution that can always perform the best. For example, SingleT-Async suffers from the write-spin problem for large size responses while NettyServer suffers from the unnecessary write operation optimization overhead for small size responses. In this section, we propose a hybrid solution which utilizes both SingleT-Async and NettyServer and adapts to workload and network conditions.

Our hybrid solution is based on two assumptions:

- The response size of the server is unpredictable and can vary during runtime.
- The workload is in-memory workload.
The first assumption excludes the server being initiated with a large but fixed TCP send buffer size for each connection in order to avoid the write-spin problem. This assumption is reasonable because of the factors (e.g., dynamically generated response and the push feature in HTTP/2.0) we have discussed in Section IV-A. The second assumption excludes a worker thread being blocked by disk I/O activities. This assumption is also reasonable since in-memory workload becomes common for modern internet services because of near-zero latency requirement [30], for example, MemCached server has been widely adopted to reduce disk activities [36]. The solution for more complex workloads that involve frequent disk I/O activities is challenging and will require additional research.

The main idea of the hybrid solution is to take advantage of different asynchronous server architectures such as SingleT-Async and NettyServer to handle requests with different response sizes and network conditions as shown in Figure 10. Concretely, our hybrid solution, which we call HybridNetty, profiles different types of requests based on whether or not the response causes a write-spin problem during the runtime. In initial warm-up phase (i.e., workload is low), HybridNetty uses the writeSpin counter of the original Netty to categorize all requests into two categories: the heavy requests that can cause the write-spin problem and the light requests that can not. HybridNetty maintains a map object recording which category a request belongs to. Thus when HybridNetty receives a new incoming request, it checks the map object first and figures out which category it belongs to and then chooses the most efficient execution path. In practice the response size even for the same type of requests may change over time (due to runtime environment changes such as dataset), so we update the map object during runtime once a request is detected to be classified into a wrong category in order to keep track of the latest category of such requests.

C. Validation of HybridNetty

To validate the effectiveness of our hybrid solution, Figure 11 compares HybridNetty with SingleT-Async and NettyServer under various workload conditions and network latencies. Our workload consists of two classes of requests: the heavy requests which have large response sizes (e.g., 100KB) and the light requests which have small response size (e.g., 0.1KB); heavy requests can cause the write-spin problem while light requests can not. We increase the percentage of heavy requests from 0% to 100% in order to simulating different scenarios of realistic workloads. The workload concurrency from clients in all cases keeps 100, under which the server CPU is 100% utilized. To clearly show the effectiveness of our hybrid solution, we adopt the normalized throughput comparison and use the HybridNetty throughput as the baseline. Figure 11(a) and 11(b) show that HybridNetty behaves the same as SingleT-Async when all requests are light (0% heavy requests) and the same as NettyServer when all requests are heavy; other than that HybridNetty always performs the best. For example, Figure 11(a) shows that when the heavy requests reach to 5%, HybridNetty achieves 30% higher throughput than SingleT-Async and 10% higher throughput than NettyServer. This is because HybridNetty always chooses the most efficient path to process request. Considering that the distribution of requests for real web applications typically follows a Zipf-like distribution, where light requests dominate the workload [22], our hybrid solution makes more sense in dealing with realistic workload. In addition, SingleT-Async performs much worse than the other two cases when the percentage of heavy requests is non-zero and non-negligible network latency exists (Figure 11(b)). This is because of the write-spin problem exacerbated by network latency (see Section IV-B for more details).

VI. RELATED WORK

Previous research has shown that a thread-based server, if implemented properly, can achieve the same or even better performance as the asynchronous event-driven one does. For example, Von et al. develop a thread-based web server Knot [40] which can compete with event-driven servers at high concurrency workload using a scalable, user-level threading package Capriccio [41]. However, Krohn et al. [32] show that Capriccio is a cooperative threading package that exports the POSIX thread interface but behaves like events to the underlying operating system. The authors of Capriccio also admit that the thread interface is still less flexible than events [40]. These previous research results suggest that the asynchronous event-driven architecture will continue to play an important role in building high performance and resource efficiency servers that meet the requirements of current cloud data centers.

The optimization for asynchronous event-driven servers can be divided into two broad categories: improving operating system support and tuning software configurations.

Improving operating system support mainly focuses on either refining underlying event notification mechanisms [18] [34] or simplifying the interfaces of network I/O for application level asynchronous programming [27]. These research efforts have been motivated by reducing the overhead incurred by system calls such as select, poll, epoll, or I/O operations under high concurrency workload. For example, to avoid the kernel crossings overhead caused by system calls, TUX [34] is implemented as a kernel-based web server by integrating the event monitoring and handling into the kernel.
Fig. 11: Hybrid solution performs the best in different mixes of light/heavy request workload with or without network latency. The workload concurrency keeps 100 in all cases. To clearly show the throughput difference, we compare the normalized throughput and use HybridNetty as the baseline.

**VII. CONCLUSIONS**

We studied the performance impact of asynchronous invocation on client-server systems. Through realistic macro- and micro-benchmarks, we showed that servers with the asynchronous event-driven architecture may perform significantly worse than the thread-based version resulting from the inferior event processing flow which creates high context switch overhead (Section II and III). We also studied a general problem for all the asynchronous event-driven servers: the write-spin problem when handling large size responses and the associate exaggeration factors such as network latency (Section IV). Since there is no one solution fits all, we provide a hybrid solution by utilizing different asynchronous architectures to adapt to various workload and network conditions (Section V). More generally, our research suggests that building high performance asynchronous event-driven servers needs to take both the event processing flow and the runtime varying workload/network conditions into consideration.
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**APPENDIX A**

**RUBBoS EXPERIMENTAL SETUP**

We adopt the RUBBoS standard n-tier benchmark, which is modeled after the famous news website Slashdot. The workload consists of 24 different web interactions. The default workload generator emulates a number of users interacting with the web application layer. Each user’s behavior follows a Markov chain model to navigate between different web pages; the think time between receiving a web page and submitting a new page download request is about 7-second. Such workload generator has a similar design as other standard n-tier benchmarks such as RUBiS [12], TPC-W [14], and Cloudstone [29]. We run the RUBBoS benchmark on our testbed. Figure 12 outlines the software configurations, hardware configurations, and a sample 3-tier topology used in the Subsection II-B experiments. Each server in the 3-tier topology is deployed in a dedicated machine. All other client-server experiments are conducted with one client and one server machine.
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